Knowledge of range and closing velocity is known to enhance missile guidance, improve launch envelope, and reduce miss; however, scenarios exist where the range-to-target is unknown to the weapon. This paper provides the mathematical framework and algorithm for calculating range-to-target from sequential optical (intensity only) images. Such use of additional information from imaging seekers to assist GNC falls into the general category of Vision-Augmented GNC (VA-GNC), and a brief overview of this emerging field is provided.
Introduction to VA-GNC
Vision-Augmented guidance, navigation, and control (VA-GNC) is a primary topic of research at the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) at Eglin AFB. Loosely stated, the field of VA-GNC can be defined as the study and development of performance enhancements to weapon GNC functions by incorporating additional information from a weapon's imaging seeker beyond the "typical" tracking (heading) errors. To date, the primary focus of this research has been on improvements to GNC through optical flow, i.e. the apparent motion of brightness contours in an image. In this work, we present an approach to enhance guidance for a weapon system through the passive calculation of range and range rate solely from image data (intensity) and ownship motion.
VA-GNC research has roots in the fundamental idea that animals and humans rely significantly on visual inputs for survival. Motion relative to an object or surface is perhaps the most critical of visual perceptions. Image flow is fundamental to the perception of depth and detection of objects; things that move are likely threats to be avoided, or sources to be pursued. Visual perception of motion and the estimation of range and velocity are important for survival. The rate of apparent motion of a stationary object induced by translation of the eye is inversely proportional to the distance from the eye -close objects produce large image flow. The challenge for VA-GNC weapon designers is to effectively employ this additional "visual" information from the seeker to complement the traditional GNC function.
